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A West Yorkshire Police investigation of an accountant 
suspected of stealing more than £800,000 from his employer 
triggered a Gambling Commission licence review of UK 
bookmaker Betfred over its inadequate anti-money laundering 
(AML) checks on the “VIP” online gambling high-roller. 
 
The commission found no evidence that Betfred had 
responded to signs the high-roller was developing problem 
behaviour and he was often awarded bonuses of £1,000 if his 
account reached zero, the commission said.  
  
The UK bookmaker will pay more than £800,000 in lieu of 
fines and to compensate victims of the customer, now serving 
a sentence of more than three years for stealing from his 
employer, according to a Gambling Commission settlement 
announced on Tuesday. 
 
Betfred, the UK’s fourth-largest retail bookmaker, underwent a 
review of its UK licence as part of the penalty over AML and 
social responsibility failings, as its breaches were serious 
enough to merit such a review, according to the Gambling 
Commission.  
 
Further, the commission specifically found that Betfred did not 
adhere to 2007 money laundering regulations, a more serious 



finding than in previous AML cases against Paddy Power and 
Gala Coral, one attorney said.  
 
“The commission’s patience has now grown thin with 
gambling operators who fail to implement improvements in 
their AML and social responsibility controls, particularly given 
the high levels of publicity” in the Paddy Power and Gala Coral 
cases, said David Clifton, a London-based gambling 
consultant.  
 
“It is only a matter of time before we see the commission 
proceeding with a [prevention of money laundering] review in 
order to drive home its message that ultimate responsibility for 
AML controls rests with senior management,” Clifton said.  
An online high-roller should have been identified as a high risk 
of money laundering, triggering steps to identify the source of 
his funds, according to the commission.  
 
Betfred believed the customer was a professional gambler 
who had won large sums from another operator, but the 
commission found no evidence to support that belief, and his 
persistent losses “should have caused Betfred to challenge its 
beliefs”, the regulators said.  
 
A bank statement he submitted for address confirmation 
suggested that the man had tried to delete his employers’ 
payments account details but “Betfred asked no further 
questions”, the commission said. 
 
One gambling law attorney called that detail “illuminating”. 
 
“It is staggering no further questions were asked,” he said.  
 
“Betfred notes the findings of the Gambling Commission 
relating to a historical case of an online customer,” the 
Gibraltar-based operator said in a statement. “We have greatly 
strengthened our policies and will continue to review and 
update our anti-money laundering and social responsibility 



procedures.”  
 
“The Betfred Group remains fully committed to working with 
the Gambling Commission and the rest of the industry to 
strengthen existing controls,” it said.  
 
During the commission’s review, Betfred proposed a 
settlement accepting the regulator’s findings about its 
failings and it suggested it had made progress in improving 
policies.  
 
The commission, therefore, decided to settle the case rather 
than continue the review because Betfred made “full 
disclosure of all the relevant facts” and showed “sufficient 
understanding of the nature and gravity” of its failings, which 
“made settlement an appropriate regulatory outcome”. 
 
If the commission can meet its licensing objectives “without 
what can be time-consuming, costly enforcement action, we 
will do so”, a spokesman told GamblingCompliance.  
 
“Where regulatory enforcement is justified as a proportionate 
means of achieving the licensing objectives then the 
commission will commence a licence review. This was the 
case with this investigation,” the spokesman said. 
 
In contrast, there was no formal licence review when Gala 
Coral was punished in April for “serious historical 
weaknesses” in AML and social responsibility controls, 
although it agreed to pay £877,000 to settle the claims. 
 
In February, Paddy Power agreed to pay £280,000 to settle 
failings in its AML policies that included staff encouraging a 
customer that had such a gambling problem he ended up 
homeless and jobless. 
 
In this week’s case, Betfred’s VIP customer displayed 
problem gambling behaviour, including betting in increasing 



amounts, losing large sums of money in short time 
periods, ending gambling sessions with a balance close to 
zero and “chasing” losses, or increasing stakes as losses 
increased, the commission said. 
 
Despite this, no Betfred interactions with the customer were 
recorded relating to the company’s social responsibility 
obligations, and “this is a breach of its operating licence”, the 
commission wrote.  
 
Additional reporting by Lina Sennevall.	


